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MODEL INSTRUCTION NO. 7
Strict product liability and negligence case;
with aggravation of pre-existing injury; and
comparative negligence defense
Facts of the hypothetical case:
John Smith claims he was injured when a hay baler being driven on the highway by Dilbert Driver struck his car. The hay baler suddenly swerved across the road into the path of John Smith, who was driving in the opposite direction. At the time, John Smith was looking at a group of deer in a field near the road, and therefore took no evasive action to avoid the collision. An examination of the hay baler revealed that a bolt that was part of the steering mechanism was designed in such a way that it could not sustain the speed of highway driving, would loosen over time, weaken, and eventually break. At the time of the accident, Dilbert Driver was operating the hay baler at an unsafe speed when the bolt suddenly broke, making it impossible for Dilbert Driver to steer the hay baler, which crashed into the car being driven by John Smith and injured him as a result. John Smith sued Dilbert Driver, alleging that his operation of the hay baler had been negligent. John Smith also sued the manufacturer of the hay baler, Mishap Manufacturing Co., and the retailer seller, Sharp Sales Co., alleging that the hay baler had been defectively designed. The defendants denied liability, and affirmatively alleged that John Smith had been comparatively negligent. The defendants also alleged that some of John Smith’s injuries pre-existed the collision with the hay baler and John Smith alleged that his pre-existing condition was aggravated by the collision with the hay baler.
The court’s instruction: 
The committee assumes that the court will give these instructions as part of the instruction at the beginning of the case and that these instructions will be given again before Final Argument. When given at the beginning of the case, 202.1 will be used in lieu of 403.1 and these instructions will be followed by the applicable portions of 202.2 through 202.5. See Model Instruction No. 1 for a full illustration of the instructions to be given at the beginning and end of the case.
[403.1] Members of the jury, you have now heard and received all of the evidence in this case. I am now going to tell you about the rules of law that you must use in reaching your verdict. You will recall at the beginning of the case I told you that if, at the end of the case I decided that different law applies, I would tell you so. These instructions are the same as what I gave you at the beginning and it is these rules of law that you must now follow. When I finish telling you about the rules of law, the attorneys will present their final arguments and you will then retire to decide your verdict.
[403.2] The claims and defenses in this case are as follows. John Smith claims that Dilbert Driver was negligent in operation of the hay baler he was driving which caused him harm. John Smith also claims that the hay baler designed by Mishap Manufacturing Co. and sold by Sharp Sales Co. was defective and that the defect in the hay baler caused him harm. 
All three defendants deny those claims and also claim that John Smith was himself negligent in the operation of his vehicle, which caused his harm. 
The parties must prove their claims by the greater weight of the evidence. I will now define some of the terms you will use in deciding this case.
[403.3] “Greater weight of the evidence” means the more persuasive and convincing force and effect of the entire evidence in the case.
[401.4] Negligence is the failure to use reasonable care, which is the care that a reasonably careful person would use under like circumstances. Negligence is doing something that a reasonably careful person would not do under like circumstances or failing to do something that a reasonably careful person would do under like circumstances.
[403.7b] A product is defective because of a design defect if it is in a condition unreasonably dangerous to the user or a person in the vicinity of the product and the product is expected to and does reach the user without substantial change affecting that condition.
A product is unreasonably dangerous because of its design if the product fails to perform as safely as an ordinary consumer would expect when used as intended or when used in a manner reasonably foreseeable by the manufacturer.
In deciding whether the hay baler was defective because of a design defect, you shall consider the state-of-the-art of scientific and technical knowledge and other circumstances that existed at the time of the hay baler’s manufacture, not at the time of the loss, injury, or damage.
[401.12a and 403.12a] Negligence or a defect in a product is a legal cause of loss, injury, or damage if it directly and in natural and continuous sequence produces or contributes substantially to producing such loss, injury, or damage, so that it can reasonably be said that, but for the negligence or defect, the loss, injury, or damage would not have occurred.
[401.12b and 403.12b] In order to be regarded as a legal cause of loss, injury, or damage, negligence or a defect in a product need not be the only cause. Negligence or a defect in a product may be a legal cause of loss, injury, or damage even though it operates in combination with the act of another or some other cause if the negligence or defect contributes substantially to producing such loss, injury, or damage.
[401.18a] The issues you must decide on John Smith’s claim against Dilbert Driver are whether Dilbert Driver was negligent in his operation of the hay baler, and, if so, whether that negligence was a legal cause of the loss, injury, or damage to John Smith.
[403.15e] The issues you must decide on John Smith’s claims of defect in the hay baler against Mishap Manufacturing Co., the manufacturer of the hay baler, and Sharp Sales Co., the seller of the hay baler, are whether the hay baler failed to perform as safely as an ordinary consumer would expect when used as intended or in a manner reasonably foreseeable by the manufacturer and the hay baler reached Dilbert Driver without substantial change affecting the condition and, if so, whether that failure was a legal cause of the loss, injury, or damage to John Smith.
[403.17] If the greater weight of the evidence does not support one or more of John Smith’s claims then your verdict should be for Dilbert Driver, Mishap Manufacturing Co., and Sharp Sales Co.
[403.18a] If, however, the greater weight of the evidence supports one or more of John Smith’s claims against one or more of the defendants, then you shall consider the defenses raised by those defendants.
[403.18(a)] On the defense, the issue for you to decide is whether John Smith was himself negligent in driving and, if so, whether that negligence was a contributing legal cause of the injury or damage to John Smith.
[403.19] If the greater weight of the evidence does not support the defenses of Dilbert Driver, Mishap Manufacturing Co., and Sharp Sales Co., and the greater weight of the evidence supports one or more of John Smith’s claims, then you should decide and write on the verdict form what percentage of the total negligence or responsibility you apportion to each defendant whose negligence, fault, or responsibility you find was a legal cause of loss, injury, or damage to John Smith.
If, however, the greater weight of the evidence shows that both John Smith and one or more of the defendants were negligent or responsible and that the negligence or responsibility of each contributed as a legal cause of loss, injury, or damage sustained by John Smith, you should decide and write on the verdict form what percentage of the total negligence, fault, or responsibility of all parties to this action you apportion to each of them.
[501.1b] If your verdict is for Dilbert Driver, Mishap Manufacturing Co., and Sharp Sales Co., you will not consider the matter of damages. But if the greater weight of the evidence supports one or more of John Smith’s claims, you should determine and write on the verdict form, in dollars, the total amount of loss, injury, or damage which the greater weight of the evidence shows will fairly and adequately compensate him for his loss, injury, or damage, including any damages that John Smith is reasonably certain to incur or experience in the future. You shall consider the following elements:
[501.2a] Any bodily injury sustained by John Smith and any resulting pain and suffering, disability or physical impairment, disfigurement, mental anguish, inconvenience or loss of capacity for the enjoyment of life experienced in the past or to be experienced in the future. There is no exact standard for measuring such damage. The amount should be fair and just in the light of the evidence.
[501.2b] The reasonable expense of hospitalization and medical care and treatment necessarily or reasonably obtained by John Smith in the past or to be so obtained in the future.
[501.2c] Any earnings lost in the past and any loss of ability to earn money in the future.
[501.2h] Any damage to John Smith’s automobile. The measure of such damage is the reasonable cost of repair, if it was practicable to repair the automobile, with due allowance for any difference between its value immediately before the collision and its value after repair.
You shall also take into consideration any loss to John Smith for towing or storage charges and by being deprived of the use of his automobile during the period reasonably required for its repair.
[501.4] In determining the total amount of damages, you should not make any reduction because of the negligence, fault, or responsibility, if any, of John Smith or Dilbert Driver, Mishap Manufacturing Co., and Sharp Sales Co. The court in entering judgment will make any appropriate reduction(s).
The court will also take into account, in entering judgment against any defendant whom you find to have been negligent or responsible, the percentage of that defendant’s negligence or responsibility compared to the total negligence or responsibility of all the parties to this action.
[501.5a] If you find that one or more of the defendants caused a bodily injury, and that the injury resulted in an aggravation of an existing disease or physical defect or activation of a latent disease or physical defect, you should attempt to decide what portion of John Smith’s condition resulted from the aggravation or activation. If you can make that determination, then you should award only those damages resulting from the aggravation or activation. However, if you cannot make that determination, or if it cannot be said that the condition would have existed apart from the injury, then you should award damages for the entire condition suffered by John Smith.
[501.6] If the greater weight of the evidence shows that John Smith has been permanently injured, you may consider his life expectancy. The mortality tables received in evidence may be considered in determining how long John Smith may be expected to live. Mortality tables are not binding on you but may be considered together with other evidence in the case bearing on John Smith’s health, age, and physical condition, before and after the injury, in determining the probable length of his life.
[501.7] Any amount of damages which you allow for future medical expenses or loss of ability to earn money in the future should be reduced to its present money value and only the present money value of these future economic damages should be included in your verdict.
The present money value of future economic damages is the sum of money needed now which, together with what that sum will earn in the future, will compensate John Smith for these losses as they are actually experienced in future years.
[601.1] In deciding this case, it is your duty as jurors to answer certain questions I ask you to answer on a special form, called a verdict form. You must come to an agreement about what your answers will be. Your agreed- upon answers to my questions are called your jury verdict.
The evidence in this case consists of the sworn testimony of the witnesses, all exhibits received in evidence and all facts that were admitted or agreed to by the parties.
In reaching your verdict, you must think about and weigh the testimony and any documents, photographs, or other material that has been received in evidence. You may also consider any facts that were admitted or agreed to by the lawyers. Your job is to determine what the facts are. You may use reason and common sense to reach conclusions. You may draw reasonable inferences from the evidence. But you should not guess about things that were not covered here. And, you must always apply the law as I have explained it to you.
[601.2a] Let me speak briefly about witnesses. In evaluating the believability of any witness and the weight you will give the testimony of any witness, you may properly consider the demeanor of the witness while testifying; the frankness or lack of frankness of the witness; the intelligence of the witness; any interest the witness may have in the outcome of the case; the means and opportunity the witness had to know the facts about which the witness testified; the ability of the witness to remember the matters about which the witness testified; and the reasonableness of the testimony of the witness, considered in the light of all the evidence in the case and in the light of your own experience and common sense.
[601.2b] Some of the testimony before you was in the form of opinions about certain technical subjects.  You may accept such opinion testimony, reject it, or give it the weight you think it deserves, considering the knowledge, skill, experience, training, or education of the witness, the reasons given by the witness for the opinion expressed, and all the other evidence in the case.
[601.4] In your deliberations, you will consider and decide three distinct claims. The first is the negligence claim against Dilbert Driver. The second is the negligence claims against Mishap Manufacturing Co. and Sharp Sales Co. The third is the product defect claims against Mishap Manufacturing Co. and Sharp Sales Co.  Although these claims have been tried together, each is separate from the others, and each party is entitled to have you separately consider each claim as it affects that party. Therefore, in your deliberations, you should consider the evidence as it relates to each claim separately, as you would had each claim been tried before you separately.
[601.5] That is the law you must follow in deciding this case. The attorneys for the parties will now present their final arguments. When they are through, I will have a few final instructions about your deliberations.
VERDICT
We, the jury, return the following verdict:
1.	Was there negligence on the part of defendant Dilbert Driver which was a legal cause of damage to plaintiff, John Smith?
YES 				NO 			
2.	Did defendants Mishap Manufacturing Co. and Sharp Sales Co. place the hay baler on the market with a defect which was a legal cause of damage to plaintiff, John Smith?
YES 				NO 			
If your answers to questions 1 and 2 are both NO, your verdict is for the defendants, and you should not proceed further except to date and sign this verdict form and return it to the courtroom. If your answer to either question 1 or 2 is YES, answer question 3.
3.	Was there negligence on the part of plaintiff, John Smith, which was a legal cause of his damage?
YES 				NO 			
4.	State the percentage of any responsibility for plaintiff, John Smith’s, damages that you apportion to:
Defendant Dilbert Driver (fill in only 
if you answered YES to question 1) 				%

Defendants Mishap Manufacturing Co. 
and Sharp Sales Co.
(fill in only if you answered YES to 
question 2) 				%

Plaintiff, John Smith (fill in only 
if you answered YES to question 3) 				%

Total must be 100%
Please answer question 5.
5.	What is the total amount (100%) of any damages sustained by plaintiff, John Smith, and caused by the incident in question?
Total damages of plaintiff, John Smith $ 				
In determining the total amount of damages, do not make any reduction because of the negligence, if any, of plaintiff, John Smith. If you find plaintiff, John Smith, negligent in any degree, the court, in entering judgment, will reduce Smith’s total amount of damages (100%) by the percentage of negligence which you find is chargeable to John Smith.
SO SAY WE ALL, this 		 day of 			, 20		.

						
FOREPERSON
NOTE ON USE
For a model itemized verdict form, as contemplated by section 768.77, Florida Statutes, refer to Model Verdict Forms 2(a) and 2(b).
(Adopted March 26, 2015; amended 290 So. 3d 840 (Fla. 2020).)


